Based on a phenomenological model with competing spin-density-wave (SDW) and extended s−wave superconductivity, the vortex states in Ba1−xKxFe2As2 are investigated by solving Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations. Our result for the optimally doped compound without induced SDW is in qualitative agreement with recent scanning tunneling microscopy experiment. We also propose that the main effect of the SDW on the vortex states is to reduce the intensity of the in-gap peak in the local density of states and transfer the spectral weight to form additional peaks outside the gap.
Another key issue here is the superconducting pairing symmetry. Experimental results on the pairing symmetry remain highly controversial, leaving the perspectives ranging from nodeless [6, 7] to nodal gap structure [8] [9] [10] . Although evidence for a nodal gap has been accumulated in LaFePO [9] and Ba(FeAs 1−x P x ) 2 [10] systems, in the K-and Co-doped 122-family of iron pnictides, the experimental data points to the existence of isotropic gaps, especially in the optimally doped samples [7] . Theoretically it was suggested that the pairing may be established via inter-pocket scattering of electrons between the hole pockets (around the Γ point) and electron pockets (around the M point), leading to the so-called extended s−wave (ES) pairing symmetry (∆ k ∼ cos k x + cos k y ) [11] .
In this regard, investigating the vortex states in the iron-pnictides can provide useful information on the interplay between the SDW and SC, as well as the pairing symmetry. Recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurement on Ba 1−x K x Fe 2 As 2 [12] has revealed, for the first time in the iron-pnictides, the existence of the Andreev bound states inside the vortex core with a systematic evolution: a single conductance peak appears at a negatively-biased voltage at the vortex center, which gradually evolves into two sub-peaks when moving away from the center, with a dominant spectral weight at negative bias. This negatively-biased conductance peak has not been observed in electron-doped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 [13] and is beyond current theoretical predictions where a peak appears at positive bias in a two-orbital model [14] and at zero bias in a five-orbital model [12] . Therefore, it is important to develop a sound theory for the vortex states in the iron-pnictide superconductors.
In this work, we adopt a phenomenological model with competing SDW and extended s−wave superconductivity (ESSC) to study the vortex states in Ba 1−x K x Fe 2 As 2 from the local density of states (LDOS). We show that the evolution of the resonance peak in the calculated LDOS is in qualitative agreement with STM experiment. Moreover, the effect of SDW on the vortex states is also discussed, which we predict to be measurable by future experiments.
We begin with a phenomenologically effective twoorbital model on a two-dimensional (2D) lattice which considers the asymmetry of the As atoms above and below the Fe layer [15] , where the onsite interactions are solely responsible for the SDW while the next-nearestneighbor (NNN) intraorbital attraction causes the ESSC. The effective mean-field Hamiltonian can be written as [16] 
Here i, j are the site indices, α, β = 1, 2 are the orbital indices, σ represents the spin, µ is the chemical potential, and n jβσ = c † jβσ c jβσ is the electron density. U and J H are the onsite intraorbital Hubbard repulsion and Hund coupling, respectively. Here we have the interorbital Coulomb interaction U ′ = U − 2J H according to symmetry [17] . ∆ ij,αβ = δ αβ V 2 ( c jβ↓ c iα↑ − c jβ↑ c iα↓ ) is the intraorbital spin-singlet ES bond order parameter, where V is the NNN intraorbital attraction. The reason we adopt this model is its ability [16] to qualitatively account for the doping evolution of the Fermi surface and the asymmetry in the SC coherent peaks as observed by the angle resolved photo-emission spectroscopy [18] and STM [19] experiments on Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 . In the presence of a magnetic field B perpendicular to the plane, the hopping integral can be expressed as t
, where Φ 0 = hc/2e is the superconducting flux quantum, and A = (−By, 0, 0) is the vector potential in the Landau gauge. Following Ref. [15] , we have
The mean-field Hamiltonian (1) can be diagonalized by solving self-consistently the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations:
subject to the self-consistency conditions for the electron density and the ES bond order parameter:
with N x /N y being the number of lattice sites alongx/ŷ direction of the 2D lattice. m = 4(j y + N y j x ) + 2β, n = 4(i y + N y i x ) + 2α − 1 and Q is a unitary matrix that satisfies (Q † M Q) kp = δ kp E k . Here we used i = (i x , i y ) and j = (j x , j y ), with i x , j x = 0, 1, . . . , N x − 1 and i y , j y = 0, 1, . . . , N y − 1. The chemical potential µ is determined by the doping concentration x through 1 NxNy
, the supercell technique is used to calculate the LDOS.
In our calculation, the magnitudes of the parameters are chosen as t 1−4 = 1, 0.4, −2, 0.04 [16] , U = 3.7, V = −2 and T = 10 −4 . Magnetic unit cells are introduced where each unit cell accommodates two superconducting flux quantum and the linear dimension is N x × N y = 48 × 24, which is larger than the coherence length ξ of the iron-pnictides [13] . Throughout the paper, the length and energy are measured in units of the Fe-Fe distance a and t 1 , respectively. In the following, we focus on two doping concentrations x = 0. 4 βσ n jβσ plotted on a 24 × 24 lattice. The vortex center is located at site (11, 12) and no SDW is induced. The reduced ES order parameter ∆ R jβ vanishes at the vortex center and starts to increase at the scale of the coherence length ξ to its bulk value, but the increase is slower along the π/4 and 3π/4 directions with respect to the underlying lattice. On the other hand, the electron density n j is strongly enhanced at the vortex center which is compensated by a depletion of electrons around two lattice spacings away from the center, after which n j decays also at the scale of ξ to its bulk value, with no obviously slow variations along the π/4 and 3π/4 directions. The zero-energy(ZE) LDOS plotted in Fig.  1 (c) also peaks at site (11, 12) and has the same fourfold rotational symmetry (RS) as ∆ R jβ . In order to reveal the spatial variation of LDOS modulated by the vortex, in Fig. 1(d) we plot the LDOS at four typical positions along the black cut in Fig. 1(c) . As we can see, at the vortex center, there is a remarkable negative-energy (NE) in-gap peak located at −0.125∆, which is precisely the same as observed in Ref. [12] . When moving away from the center, the peak will split into two in-gap peaks with a dominant spectral weight at negative energy. Finally, the LDOS evolves continuously into its bulk feature. The ingap peak and evolution of the LDOS clearly indicate the existence of the Andreev bound states inside the vortex core, consistent with Ref. [12] .
In order to study the effect of induced SDW on the vortex states, we perform the calculation for J H = 0.23U . Like the J H = 0.2U case, at B = 0, SDW is completely suppressed and the ES order parameter ∆ ′ jβ is homogeneous in real space, but the vortex states are fundamentally different from those for J H = 0.2U and they are presented in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the vortex center is still located at site (11, 12) where the reduced ES order parameter ∆ R jβ vanishes, but the size of the vortex core is slightly enlarged compared to the jy (n j↑ − n j↓ ) displayed in Fig. 2 (b) reaches its maximum strength at the vortex center and decays at the scale of ξ to zero into the superconducting region. More interestingly, the SDW order parameter has opposite polarity around two nearest-neighbor vortices along thex direction, thus doubling the period of the translational symmetry (TS) of the vortex lattice along this direction. Furthermore, with the induced SDW order, the electron density n j is only moderately enhanced near the vortex center with a depletion of electrons around the edge of the vortex core [see Fig. 2(c) ]. The ZE LDOS in Fig. 2(d) also shows a slightly enlarged vortex core and the RS inside the core is reduced from fourfold to twofold due to the induced SDW order. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) are the spatial variations of the LDOS along the black and white cuts in Fig. 2(d) , respectively. The spectra have only minor differences along the two cuts, mainly inside the vortex core and close to ω = 0 (indicated by the black arrow in Fig. 2(f) ). At the vortex center, besides a NE in-gap peak at −0.375∆, there is a small positive-energy in-gap peak at 0.125∆ which does not exist for J H = 0.2U . In addition, the intensity of the NE peak is strongly reduced as compared to the J H = 0.2U case and the spectral weight is transferred to form additional peaks outside the gap as indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 2(f) . When moving away from the center, the intensities of all these peaks decrease and finally the LDOS evolves into its bulk feature. By comparing with the J H = 0.2U case, we can identify that those two in-gap peaks are due to the Andreev bound states while the others are due to the induced SDW order inside the core.
At x = 0.3, we choose J H = 0.32U so that, at B = 0, the (π, 0) SDW coexists with the ESSC. The vortex states are plotted in Fig. 3 . The reduced ES order parameter ∆ R jβ [see Fig. 3(a) ] shows aŷ−axis oriented stripe-like feature with a modulation period of 8a. The size of the vortex core is further enlarged and elongated along thê y direction. Moreover, the two vortex cores are dragged towards each other along thex direction with the vortex centers located at sites (15, 12) and (32, 12), thus also doubling the period of the TS of the vortex lattice along this direction. The SDW order parameter M s j shown in Fig. 3(b) behaves like nearly uniform stripes oscillating with a wavelength of 16a. The vortex core is pinned at one of the ridges of SDW stripes where the SDW order is stronger than those at other sites. The spatial variation of the electron density n j also exhibits a quasi-onedimensional charge stripe behavior with a wavelength 8a, exactly half that of the SDW along thex direction [see Fig. 3(c) ]. The one-dimensional stripe-like modulations in ∆ R jβ , M s j and n j already exist at B = 0, which are quite similar to the cuprates except for a doubling of the period from 4a (for ∆ R jβ and n j ) and 8a (for M s j ) in the cuprates [20] to 8a and 16a in the iron-pnictides. The origin of such stripes could be understood in terms of the existence of a nesting wave vector q A ∼ 0.125π/a connecting the left (right) pieces of the inner and outer hole pockets around the Γ point along the k x direction. For proper values of U , J H and doping, this wave vector would modulate M s j with SDW stripes along thex direction with period 2π/q A = 16a. The ZE LDOS in Fig.  3(d) also shows an enlarged vortex core, the doubling of the period of the TS of the vortex lattice along thex direction and the reduced RS from fourfold to twofold. Interestingly, although the two vortex cores are dragged towards each other, the ZE LDOS still peaks at sites (11, 12) and (36, 12) , suggesting that even in the region where ∆ R jβ = 0, there are ZE states contributing to the LDOS. The spatial variations of the LDOS plotted in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) show that at the ZE LDOS peak position, there is a NE in-gap peak at −0.375∆, whose intensity is further reduced compared to that in Fig. 2(f) and the intensity decreases when moving away from the peak position, indicating that it is due to the Andreev bound states. There are also additional peaks outside the gap whose positions are similar to those marked by the red arrows in Fig. 2(f) . Their intensities vary drastically along the black cut in Fig. 3(d) while they barely change along the white cut, again suggesting that these peaks are due to the SDW order.
In summary, we have systematically investigated the vortex states in Ba 1−x K x Fe 2 As 2 with the consideration of the interplay between the SDW and ESSC. In the optimally doped compound without induced SDW, there is a NE in-gap peak in the LDOS at the vortex center due to the Adreev bound states, which splits into two asymmetric in-gap peaks when moving away from the center. The effect of the induced SDW is mainly to reduce the intensity of the NE in-gap peak and transfer the spectral weight to form additional peaks outside the gap. For the underdoped sample where the SDW coexists with the ESSC, the vortex cores are dragged towards each other along thex direction and the intensity of the NE in-gap peak is further reduced. The obtained result at x = 0.4 without induced SDW is in qualitative agreement with experiment and we propose future experiments on the near optimally doped and underdoped samples to verify the effect of the SDW on the vortex states. On the other hand, the disappearance of the Adreev bound states in electron-doped Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 may be due to the induction of strong SDW order in the vortex states, which also needs to be verified by future experiments.
